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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shall study the convergence of formal solutions of non- 
linear equations which contain Goursat problems and Fuchsian equations 
not satisfying the so-called Poincart condition (cf. [2]). Though these 
equations contain a wide and interesting class of equations they do not fall 
into the framework of the general theory of Kashiwara-Kawai-Sjiistrand 
(cf, [6, 9, lo]). And few general results concerning the convergence of for- 
mal solutions have been obtained so far because we cannot see, in general, 
whether the recurrence formulas for coefficients of formal solutions are 
solvable or not. Our object is to give a new method to treat such equations. 
In Section 2 we shall give a sufficient condition for the convergence of 
formal solutions. Then we shall deduce from it a generalized spectral con- 
dition for Fuchs-Goursat equations (cf. (2.8)). It generalizes and unifies the 
so-called spectral condition to Goursat problems and the Poincare con- 
dition to Fuchsian equations, and it assures the convergence of formal 
solutions. We can also deduce from it classical existence theorems of Gour- 
sat problems (cf. Example 2.4). We note that the condition in the main 
theorem is sharp in some cases. In fact, this is the case for Goursat 
problems (cf. Theorem 4.1, Remark 4.2, and Lemma 4.3 in Sect. 4). 
In Section 3 we give the proof of the main theorem in Section 2. 
In Section 4 we shall discuss the connection between the factorizability of 
certain polynomials determined by the operators and the convergence of 
formal solutions (cf. (4.2)). As a result we shall give a sufficient condition 
for the convergence of formal solutions which is invariant under the change 
of variables. We also note that if we apply the results here to Goursat 
problems we have well-known existence theorems for Goursat problems 
not satisfying the spectral condition (cf. Remark 4.2). 
In Section 5 we consider a class of linear equations which do not 
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necessarily satisfy the assumptions of theorems in Section 2. We give a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of formal solutions 
in terms of a so-called exponential condition (cf. (5.8)). 
2. FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM 
Let d 2 2 be an integer and let x = (x1, . . . . xd) be the variable in C’. We 
denote by Z and N the set of integers and that of nonnegative integers, 
respectively. For a multi-index a = (a,, . . . . ad) E Zd and fi = (/II, . . . . /Id) E Zd 
we set x~=x~I...x:~, Ial =a, + .*a + ad, and we write a 2 /I (resp. a > /I) if 
ak 1 pk (resp. ak > fik) for k = 1, . . . . d. We denote by C{ {x} } the set of all 
formal power series c, E Nd u,x’ where U, E C and by C{x} the set of 
analytic functions of x at the origin. 
Let A c {a E Z”; Jai 2 0} be a finite set. And let F(x, z), z = (z,),~ A, be a 
function of x and z which is analytic at the origin x = z = 0. Then we shall 
study the convergence of all formal solutions of a generalized Fuchs- 
Goursat equation 
F(x, pa(D) nxau) = 0, (2.1) 
where 71 is the projection onto C{ {x} }, 
RX%(X)= c uvxq+=, u(x)= c U,X”EC({X}}. (2.2) 
~.fl+a>o 930 
p,(D) is a multiplier given by 
Pa(D) 4x)= c O,P&l) xv9 v(x)= 1 ~,X”~C{{X}}, (2.3) 
If>0 VP0 
where p,(q) is a function on Nd. For the sake of simplicity we consider 
only the formal solutions u such that u(0) =O, that is, the constant term 
vanishes. We can reduce the general case to this case by taking u - u(0) as 
a new unknown function. We assume 
(A.l) There exists 8 > 0 such that, for any a E A we have 
P W=4 Mv-cOrerlt-e L1 (1 . . 7 qeN”,q-a>O, (2.4) 
where [! = cl ! . ..[.!, O! = 1, and where q=(q) is a symbol of constant-coef- 
ficients classical pseudo-differential operator of order zero. We denote by 
q:(q) the zeroth homogeneous part of q,(q). 
We set @, = (aF/az,)(O, 0) if a E A, =0 if otherwise. For v = 0, 1,2, . . . . let 
us define the set J, by 
J,=(qeZ”;q=[-(v,O ,..., 0),&N’, I~l=v}. (2.5) 
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Let n, be the number of elements of J,. Then we line up all elements of J, 
in some way, and define the n, square matrix B, = B,(q) by 
k(u) = W,-,q;-,hN,,,,~, (2.6) 
that is, the (p, y)-component of B,(q) is given by OV--yq~--y(~). 
Let 1). )I denote the usual I, norm on a finite dimensional vector space, 
that is, the sum of absolute values of all components. Then we assume 
(A.2) There exist c > 0 and v0 > 0 such that, for any v > v. and q E Rd, 
Iq( = 1 the following estimates hold: 
II& XII 2 clWll for all XE P. (2.7) 
Then our main result is 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that the Conditions (A.1 ) and (A.2) are satisfied. 
Then all formal solutions u(x) of Eq. (2.1) such that u(0) = 0 converge in 
some neighborhood of the origin of Cd. 
Remark 2.2. Let u = C, U,X, be a formal solution. Then, in the proof 
of Theorem 2.1, we can also prove that there exists k, depending only 
on the equation such that we can uniquely determine u,, [al 2 ko, from 
u,( 1~11 <k,). Hence, if a finite number of compatibility conditions on u,‘s, 
I4 < koT are satisfied, Eq. (2.1) has an analytic solution. 
Next we shall introduce a so-called spectral condition to Eq. (2.1). Let us 
assume, for all q E Rd, 191 = 1, 
I@01 Mr)l > c Q-8) 
Then we have 
COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose that the Conditions (A.l) and (2.8) are 
satisfied. Then we have the same assertion as in Theorem 2.1. 
Proof We set r,= r,(q)= @,qz(r]). Then we get, from (2.8) that, for 
x= (X,) E P, 
IIBJII =c lEr,-y~y~ 21 (lrd,I -,Fp Ir,-,I W,l) 
2l~oC~~l~lX,l- i lrj~~)l~IX,l2C~lX,l 
cc it0 Y 
for some c > 0 independent of q. Hence we get (A.2) for v. = 0. This proves 
Corollary 2.3. 
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EXAMPLE 2.4 (Goursat Problems). Let us consider a reduced form of 
an analytic Goursat problem, 
where d” = (a/ax,)” ... (a/a~,)~~. Here if some uk is negative we interpret it 
as integration with respect to the variable xk from the Origin to xk. 
In order to reduce (2.9) to (2.1) we note 
fl! ayx”) =m RX-yxy for each OZEZ~ and HEN’. (2.10) 
We remark that (2.10) is still valid on C{ {x}}. Substituting (2.10) into 
(2.9) we can reduce (2.9) to (2.1) satisfying (A.l) in such a way that 0= 1 
and qa = 1 for all tl. 
It follows from Theorem 2.1 and Remark 2.2 that a formal solution of 
(2.9) exists and it converges if a finite number of compatibility conditions 
on f(x) are satisfied. Moreover, we can easily see, by computations of a 
finite number of coefficients of a formal solution, that a formal solution 
exists and is unique if we assume (A.2) for v0 = 0. Hence we have a new 
proof of [Theorem 2.1; 121. We note that our results are new even in the 
case of Goursat problems since (2.1) is a nonlinear pseudo-differential 
equation in general. 
EXAMPLE 2.5 (Fuchsian Equations). Let us consider 
c Q,(x) xb ayu =f(x) 9 (2.11) IPI=lJJl<m 
where Q(X) (fi, y E N’, I/?[ = jy/ 5 m) and j(x) are analytic at the origin. 
We can easily see that, for every /? and y in Nd such that IpI = Iyl, there 
exist a finite number of multipliers ~~(0) whose symbols are polynomials 
such that 
(2.12) 
Now we set o = n -m~ where n denotes the multiplier with the symbol 
(l+bIl) * ’ ‘I* Substituting (2.12) and u = ,4 -3 into (2.11), we can reduce 
(2.11) to (2.1) satisfying (A.l) for 0 = 0. We note that the Condition (A.2) 
is new even for the Eq. (2.11), in view of the results in Section 4 (cf. 
Example 4.6). 
REMARK 2.6. In the case of Goursat problems the Condition (2.8) coin- 
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tides with the usual spectral condition of Goursat problems (cf. [12]). On 
the other hand if we consider the special case 0 = 0, acr = 0 (c( # 0) in (2.1), 
then (2.8) is exactly the well known Poincare condition for Fuchsian 
equations (cf. [2]). Hence (2.8) unifies and generalizes these conditions. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 
3.1. Preliminary Lemmas 
Let A be given in (2.1) and let us set AO= {aEA; Ial =O}. We put 
(3.1) 
For a homogeneous polynomial u = C,,, = y u,x”/~!~ of degree v, (v > 0), we 
introduce the norm 11.1) by 
Then we have 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose (A.l) and (A.2). Then, there exists an integer 
v1 such that, for every homogeneous polynomial f of degree v 2 vl, there 
exists a unique homogeneous polynomial u of degree v such that P,u = f with 
the estimate 
where c is given in (A.2). 
lb4 G 2c-’ Ilf 07 (3.3) 
In order to prove Proposition 3.1 we prepare a lemma. Let [A, B] 
denote the commutator of operators A and B, and let e,(D) (a E A) be a 
multiplier with a symbol (q - a)!e q!-‘. We set 
Then we have 
S, = e,(D) 71x’. (3.4) 
LEMMA 3.2. (a) For b E N” we have 
Xfi ( > 
p+B 
'a j?P =(a+/l)!e 
if a+/?>O, 
=o if a + fl 3 0. (3.5) 
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(b) Let g(D) be a multiplier of order o with a smooth homogeneous 
symbol g(q). Then there exists a multiplier h,(D) of order g - 1 with a 
smooth symbol h,(l) such that 
CL 81 = -k(D) L M)=j; a . Vg( i - sa) ds. (3.6) 
Proof: (a) is clear from the definition of the projection n. In order to 
prove (b) we note that 7c and a multiplier commute each other. It follows 
that 
[S,, g] = {e,nxDLg- geo,fzxa} =e,a[x”, g]. (3.7) 
On the other hand we have, for q E Z”, 
[~~,g(D)]x”=x”g(~)x~-g(a+r])x”+~={g(~)-g(a+~)}x~+~. (3.8) 
We set [ = a + v. Then, by Taylor’s formula, 
-UO~g(5--a)-g(t)= -1: a.Vg(c-sa)ds. (3.9) 
Noting that C(a)-‘([--sa)<([)<C(a)(c-sa) for some C(a)>0 
independent of s where ([ ) = (1 + [cl 2)1/2 we get, from (3.9), 
(i>-“” Ig(c-a)-g([)J =Kfi ([-sa)-“+l Ia.Vg(c-sa)l ds (3.10) 
for some K > 0 independent of [. Since Vg is of order cc - 1 by definition, 
the right-hand side of (3.10) is bounded by some constant independent of c. 
This implies that the symbol g(c - a) - g(c) defines a multiplier of order 
~7 - 1. Denoting this multiplier by h,(D) we get, from (3.9), 
[S,, g] =ean[xa, g] = -e,nh,x”= -h,e,nx”= -h,S,. (3.11) 
This proves (3.6) and we have proved Lemma 3.2. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. We shall divide the proof into three steps. 
Step 1. We shall solve the equation P,u = f approximately. Let /I E Nd, 
I/31 = v, and let us set 
ED= c es,,@) & (3.12) 
dEz4161=0 
where e&D) are multipliers and where S6 is given by (3.4). Let q:(q) be 
505/74/2-l 
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the zeroth homogeneous part of q@(q) and set Q,(q) = qa(q) - q:(q). Then it 
follows from (3.1) and (3.12) that 
c @mq,(D) S.) (c %dD) Ss) ($) 
a 6 
=: 
@,dW) e&D) WS 
XP 
+ c @&(D) es,@) WS p'~ 
ass (I 
+ 1 @,q,(D)CL e&D)1 S6 
a.6 
(3.13) 
We determine e,,p(D) as the solution of the equation 
1 @dP) edD) s,& 
xp xp 
%a ( ) 
8!” =p!B* (3.14) 
Since S,S,(xB) = 0 if 6 + /I % 0 or, if 6 + /I + a & 0 by Lemma 3.2, the sum 
with respect to o! and 6 in (3.14) is taken for tx and 6 such that 
S+P>O, s+p+a>o. (3.15) 
Now, suppose that we can determine e&q) as the solution of the system 
of equations, for q E R”, rl# 0, 
c Pd&) ea,p(v) = &,, for all ,u, P+ p 2 0, (3.16) 
z+s=p,a+pao 
where 6,,0 is a Kronecker’s delta. Then, by noting that S,S,(xs//.I!“)= 
xB +’ +“/(/-I + 6 + a)!‘, we can write the left-hand side of (3.14) in the form 
By (3.16) with q =p+jI this is equal to xBB!-‘, which shows (3.14). 
Therefore we shall solve (3.16) instead of (3.14). 
Srep 2. We shall solve (3.16) and construct an approximate solution. If 
~IEJ, then we have that rl +e,=q +e,-fl+/?aO, where e,= (v, 0, . . . . 0). 
This implies that 6 = q +e,--jI satisfies 6 + BaO. The converse is also 
clear. Hence the 6’s such that 6 + p 20 are uniquely written in the form 
6 = q + e, - /I, with q E J,. By the ordering of J, used in defining B, in (2.6) 
we can order the set of 6’s such that 6 + fla 0, 161 = 0. By this ordering we 
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define the vector (e6,,dq))a,~+8ao such that its 6 component is given by 
e&q). Then we can write (3.16) in the matrix form 
mm,p(?)), = ($i,o),, (3.17) 
where B,(q) is given by (2.6). 
We shall show that 
eb,B(YI)=PB-eo+6.B-eo(?), 
where Z&s), [, 5 E J,, is the solution of the equation 
(3.18) 
&(?)(%i:(v))rEJ”= @-&Oh,,. (3.19) 
We first note that each c E J, is uniquely written in c = fi - e, + p for some 
p, p + p 2 0. By substituting this and 5 = B -e, into (3.19), we obtain that 
B,(l)(e”,_,,+,,B-eo(?))r= (6,,),. Hence we get (3.18) from (3.17) since 
B,(q) is invertible by (A.2). 
It follows from (A.2) that det B,(q) # 0 for all r] E Rd, (~1 = 1, and for all 
v>v,, where v,, is given in (A.2). This implies that Eq. (3.19) has a unique 
smooth solution e”r.c(q) of homogeneous order zero if v > v,,. Moreover it 
follows from (A.2) that 
c le”L&‘l)l 6 c-’ for all qgRd, 1~1 = 1, and all ~EJ,. (3.20) 
i E Jv 
Now, let us define E by 
Ef(x)= 1 fpE&'/P!% f(x)= 1 f~XWO? (3.21) 
BENd /3ENd 
where ED is given by (3.12). E is a linear map which preserves 
homogeneous polynomials. On the other hand we get, from (3.12), (3.18), 
and (A.2) that 
Gv!P c 1 Ifal lll~p-P0,/3-eolll~ (3.22) 
LA,0 p+a=p 
where 11) .I11 is defined by 
IllPIll = finEaRxd IP(r (3.23) 
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Hence, by changing the order of summation we get from (3.20) and (3.22) 
that 
IlEfll G c-l Ilfll. (3.24) 
Step 3. We shall make the remainder estimates and construct the 
solution. It follows from (3.13), (3.14), Lemma 3.2, (3.18), and (3.21) that 
PoJ?f(x)-f(x)= c fp~a(~ae”B-eo+S.B-eo-4adg-eg+6,p--eg.ar) B.a,b 
(3.25) 
where C,,, is a multiplier of order - 1 with a smooth symbol Zi,r,a(q) 
given by 
I 
1 
e”i,&) = u . VZ,,(v] - su) ds. 
0 
(3.26) 
We denote the right-hand side of (3.25) by Rf(x). Then the operator R is a 
linear operator which preserves homogeneous polynomials. 
We shall solve the equation P,u = f by iteration. Namely, we want to 
show that the solution U(X) is given by 
u(x)= f E(-R)“f(x). 
k=O 
(3.27) 
We can easily show that U(X) is a solution if the right-hand side of (3.27) 
converges. We note that the solution is unique since the linear operator PO 
on a finite dimensional linear space of homogeneous polynomials into itself 
is surjective. 
In order to show the convergence of (3.27) let us estimate 11 ARfll where 
A is the multiplier with the symbol (q). By the definition of R, (3.25), 
(3.15), and (3.4) we have 
XB 
-40r~e”p-eo+6,8-eo,a) s,s* - ( I V 
Gv!P c IfsI Pal (1114,111 Ille”~-eo+a,~-eolll 
u,d+P>O 
+ lll4alll lIl~~~-e~+a.~~PO,~llo. (3.28) 
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Noting that c = fi -e. + 6 E J, we shall estimate Cr III/lZ,S,alJI, where 
<=/?-eoEJv. By (3.26) we have 
< Ial J“ (v>(v-sa>-’ (v-sa>IV&,&-sa)l ds 
0 
< c1 I ’ (rt-sa)IV&,c(v-~a)l ds (3.29) 0 
for some constant C, independent of a, c, 5, and q because a moves on a 
finite set by definition. On the other hand, by differentiating (3.19) with 
respect to q and by setting q = Z, we have 
B,(B)(vz~,~(qc = -VB,(E)(2&))r. 
It follows from (A.2) and the definition of B, that 
(3.30) 
7 I(~)V~~.@)l <c-l c 1 I@jr-,vq~-,(z)(E)( &(Z)l. (3.31) 
CeJv PEJ~ 
Since q:(8) is homogeneous of order 0 it follows that 
l@~-,vq;-,(aKa>l< c2 f or all ZE Rd where the constant Cz is indepen- 
dent of a = [ -p. Noting that a moves on a finite set it follows from (3.20) 
that the right-hand side of (3.31) is bounded by some constant independent 
of 3 and 5. Hence we get, from (3.31), that Cr I (2) VZ&E)( < C; for all 
SE R’, where C; is independent of 5. Setting E= q - sa and by substituting 
this into (3.29) we have that 
c lW,,,,lll G CIC; (3.32) 
i E J, 
for all ~EJ,. 
On the other hand, since qo: and 4= are of order 0 and - 1, respectively, it 
follows that [@,I IllLj,lll and (@,I 111q,l/1 are bounded by some constant 
independent of a. Therefore it follows from (3.20), (3.28), and (3.32) that 
ll~wll G cwec c L&l w-,,-, III + lll&k.~,.Ill 1 G c3 llfll (3.33) 
B CSJ” 
for some CJ. 
We note that R maps every homogeneous polynomial to the one with 
the same degree. Hence, by the definition of /i we get, from (3.33), that 
l\Rfll < 2-l llfjl if the degree v of f is > v, for some integer v, . This implies 
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that the sum (3.27) converges in the operator norm. Hence, if v > vi we get 
the unique solution u(x) of the equation P,u =f(x). Moreover it follows 
from (3.24) and (3.27) that [lull <2c-‘]lfll. Hence we have proved 
Proposition 3.1. 
In order to prove Theorem 2.1 we prepare a lemma. For a homogeneous 
polynomial u let l\ull be the norm given by (3.2). Then we have 
LEMMA 3.3, Let u(x) and v(x) be homogeneous polynomials of order 
v >O and p 20, respectively. Then we have )Iuv)l < IIu(J IIvII. 
Proof We write U(X) = C,,, =y U,X’CL!-‘, v(x) = &, =~ v~x~~!-~. Then 
it follows from (3.2) that 
II4 ~(v+/mBC c I&l IQI &. (3.34) 
Y ~+B=r.lal=v.l/A=r 
Since (8)’ < (/I\)‘, we can estimate the right-hand side of (3.34) by lJuII Ilull. 
This proves Lemma 3.3. 
3.2. Proof of the theorem 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We shall divide the proof into three steps. 
Step 1. Let us write a formal power series solution u of (2.1) as the 
sum of homogeneous polynomials, U(X) = z,,“= i u,(x), where u,(x) is 
homogeneous of degree v. By assumption we expand F(x, z) into the power 
of z, 
c F&x) n zy = 0. (3.35) 
P = (B(a)) CXEA 
Let Fp(x) =cjFB,j(x) be the homogeneous expansion of FB(x) where 
FB,j(x) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree j. We substitute the expan- 
sion of FB(x) and z = (z~), z, = q,(D) San, into (3.35) where S, is given by 
(3.4). Then, by comparing the kth homogeneous parts of both sides, we 
have 
(3.36) 
where the summation in (3.36) is taken for all pairs of indices (v(u, l), . . . . 
v(a, b(a)), a E A; j; /I = (j?(a)),, A) such that v(a, w) >/ 1, l/31> 1, and 
.?A as, {v(a, m)+ Ial> +j=k. (3.37) 
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Now we rewrite (3.36) as an equation for uk. It follows from (3.37) that 
uk appears in (3.36) only if the following conditions are satisfied: j=O, 
Ial = 0, /3= (0, . ..) 0, 1, 0, . ..) 0), i.e., all but one component of /I vanish and 
the nonvanishing component is equal to 1. Let us assume that j?(a) = 1. 
Then it follows from (3.37) that V(CI, 1) = k, /al = 0. Therefore it follows 
from the definition of P, in the introduction that we can write (3.36) in the 
form 
Pou,c = du,; s < k), (3.38) 
where g(u,; s < k) is given by 
B(a) 
g(us; <k) = -1 r’a.j(X, l-l n q,(D) S,U,(,,) 
asA o=I 
+ c cBolq,(D) SaU, = I, + z,. (3.39) 
s+ (al =k,lal>O 
Here the first sum in the right-hand side of (3.39) is taken for all pairs of 
indices (v(c(, l), . . . . V(CL, /I(a)), a E A; j; p = (/l(a)),, A) satisfying (3.37) and 
one of the conditions (i) j#O, (ii) [/?I 22, (iii) j=O, 181 = 1, and [al #O 
for a such that B(a) = 1. 
Step 2. In order to estimate uk from (3.38) we make the scale change of 
variables 
xm=PYm, m = 1, . . . . d, (3.40) 
where p is some positive number. We note that the scale transform (3.40) 
does not change the form of PO since PO consists of operators of multipliers 
and multiplications by rational functions of homogeneous degree zero. If 
we make p tend to zero, then the quantities z, c q,(D) S,u tend to zero. 
Therefore, by taking p sufIiciently small, we may assume that the expansion 
(3.35) converges for large z. Moreover we may assume that FB(x) is 
analytic in a su&ciently large neighborhood of the origin, 
Step 3. We shall show that there exist constants K, > 0 and K2 >O 
such that 
lldl GK,Jq(s+ w, s = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (3.41) 
For a finite number of s (3.41) is clear. Now, let us suppose that (3.41) is 
valid for s < k. Since we assumed that the expansion (3.35) is convergent 
for large z we may assume that, for a given large number R. > 0, there exist 
constants K3 and K4 ( <K,) such that 
IIF,Jl <KK,K{(j+ 1)-2 R, IPI for all j and /3. (3.42) 
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In order to estimate IIuJ we first estimate )( g(u,; s < k)ll. By (3.41) and 
(3.4) we have that I1qaS,u,II <K,K;(s+ 1)-2 for some constant KS >O 
depending only on qa. Hence it follows from (3.37), (3.42), and Lemma 3.3 
that 
<K,K’;(j+ 1))* (Ks/RO)‘B1 fl n {v(a, w)+ l}-‘. (3.43) 
a 0 
It follows from the definition of I, that 
IlI,II 6K& 1 (W&)‘B’ (j+ lIp2nn {v(a,w)+l}-2+ IIF,,,kl). (3.44) 
fi+o a 0 
If we note that the summation in the right-hand side of (3.44) is taken for 
v(a, w), p, j and a satisfying (3.37), we have, for each /I such that I/II = 5, 
~‘(j+1))2~~{v(a,w)+1}-2<(k+1)-2K~~~+’ 
rr w  
for some constant K6 > 0 independent of /I, where the summation C’ is 
taken for v(a, w) and j satisfying (3.37). Hence the right-hand side of (3.44) 
is bounded by 
K,K$(k+ 1)-2+K3K6K$(k+ l))* f c (K,K,JR,)‘. (3.45) 
r=l I&q=r 
We can easily see that the second term of (3.45) is bounded by 
K, K:(k + 1)-2 if we take R. sufficiently large. Hence we have 
llZ,l( <2K,K’;(k+ 1)-2. (3.46) 
On the other hand, if la) >O then, for any E > 0, we have that 
llqaS,u,ll 6 E II UJ by taking p in (3.40) sufficiently small. Hence we have 
IVzll~ c I@JEK~K$(s+ 1)-2 
s+lal=k,laJ20 
k-l 
<K;&K;(k+ 1)-2 c K;-k(k+ 1)2 (s+ l)-* 
s=o 
(3.47) 
for some K’, independent of k. The last term is bounded by K,K’;(k + 1))* 
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if we take E sufficiently small. Therefore it follows from Proposition 3.1, 
(3.39), (3.46), and (3.47) that 
(Iu,J <6c-‘K,K$(k+ l)-*. 
Hence, if we take K1 such that 6~ ’ Kj < K, we obtain (3.41) for s = k. In 
view of the definition of 11.1) this implies that the formal solution u 
converges in some neighborhood of the origin. This proves Theorem 2.1. 
4. FACTORIZATION AND CONVERGENCE OF FORMAL SOLUTIONS 
In this section we assume d = 2 and we shall study the relation between 
(A.2) and the factorization of certain polynomials corresponding to P. 
Let 7 E R*, (ql = 1, and let S&? denote the set of functions g(t, q) of 
t E C, 1 tl = 1, having an absolutely convergent Fourier expansion of t = eis 
which converges uniformly with respect to q E R*, 1~1 = 1. Moreover, let 
@s’; (resp. a&;) denote the subset of functions of %z$ whose negative 
(resp. positive) Fourier coefficients vanish. Every function g, (t, q) E #!s&‘; 
(resp. g- (t, q) E %!&; ) can be extended to an analytic function in It1 < 1 
(resp. Jtl 4 1) in terms of its Fourier expansion. We denote them with the 
same letter. 
We say that g(t, q) E %s$ is uniformly factorizable with respect to q E R*, 
lq( = 1, if there exist functions g*(t, q) E a&‘: such that g,(t, q) # 0 for all 
(q, t)~{R*xc; [ql=l, lt(“61}, g,(r,q)-‘E@&: and that 
s(c ?) = g+(c tl) g-(c ?I. 
We set, for VE R*, Iq( = 1, 
(4.1) 
Then a,(~, 9) E %SX$ by definition, and we have 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume (A.l) and d = 2. Moreover, suppose that o,(t, q) 
is uniformly factorizable. Then all formal solutions u(x) of (2.1) such that 
u(0) = 0 converge. 
Remark 4.2. We cannot drop the factorizability assumption in general. 
For example we have 
Pu=&U-8a,‘a,u-a, d;‘u=f(x). (4.3) 
It is easy to see that a,(& q) = E - t - t-’ in view of Example 2.4. Now we 
can show that a,(t, q) is factorizable if and only if E E C\[ - 2, 21 (cf. ES]). 
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On the other hand, Leray showed that (4.3) has a divergent formal 
solution for an appropriate choice of f(x) and E E [ -2,2] (cf. [7]). 
Leray also showed that, in case E E [ -2,2] the situation is so com- 
plicated that it can only be expressed by diophantine conditions. The 
factorizability of a,(t, q) implies that such phenomena do not appear. We 
can prove similar results for nonlinear equations of arbitrary order such 
that (T,,,( t, q) - E is real-valued for 1 tl = 1. 
Theorem 4.1 is a consequence of Theorem 2.1 and the following 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose d = 2 and that a,(t, q) is uniformly factorizable. 
Then we have (A.2). 
We can prove this lemma by exactly the same method as in [l]. So we 
omit the proof. In the following we shall express the factorizability as the 
conditions on a,(t, 9). Let us define the winding number Z&a,) of o,(t, q) 
at the origin when t moves on the unit circle S’ by 
Then we have 
Z,(o,) = (27c-’ dl,.9 arg aAt, q). (4.4) 
PROPOSITION 4.4. op(t, q) is uniformly factorizable if and only if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
o,(e”,q)#O forall 0<8<rc,q~R*,1q1=1, 
Z&o,)=0 for all PER*, )q) =l. 
(4.5) 
ProoJ: In view of [S] the “only if” part is clear. In order to prove the 
“if” part, we note, from (4.5), that, for every q E R*, 1~) = 1, Log cP(eie, q) is 
well-defined as a function of 8 in 0 < 0 < 271. Moreover, it is a smooth 
function of 8 because we have the expression Log z = jr cP1 d& 
Log a,(e”, q) is expanded into the Fourier series C, c,(q) eine. We shall 
show that the convergence is uniform with respect to (~1 = 1 and 0 6 8 G 271. 
In fact we have, for k > 1, 
nkc,,(q) = (2~)~’ /Iff (-D)“ e-iEe Log aP(eie, ye) d0 
Dk Log a,(eie, q) d0, (4.6) 
where D = i-‘(a/%). It follows from (4.5) and the definition of Log up that 
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the right-hand side of (4.6) is bounded by some constant independent of q. 
Since k is arbitrary, this proves the assertion. Hence we have the expression 
op(eie, rj) =exp 1 c,(q) ei” 
( II20 ) ( 
exp C c,(q) eine . 
) 
(4.7) 
?I<0 
In view of the definition of the factorization this proves Proposition 4.4. 
It follows from Proposition 4.3 and Theorem 4.1 that 
COROLLARY 4.5. Suppose d = 2. Moreover, suppose that the conditions 
(A.l) and (4.5) are satisfied. Then we have the same assertion as in 
Theorem 4.1. 
EXAMPLE 4.6. Let us consider the analytic equation 
PUE c a&x) xa @u(x) =f(x). (4.8) 
Ial= IBI <m 
We shall give a sufficient condition which is invariant under the change of 
coordinates. We note that a,(t, q) defined by (4.2) for (4.8) is invariant 
under the coordinate change x = q(v), acp/ay(O) = rI for some r # 0. In 
order to make a,(& q) invariant under general cp let us define, for a, b, c, 
and d in C 
aAt, rl; a, b, c, 4 = c aap(0)(at + b)“’ (ct + d)a2 
Ial = IPI = m 
x (dtplql -cy~~)~I (-bt-‘ql +aq2)B2. 
If we make the change of variables x = q(y) in (4.8), then it follows from 
Example 2.5, (4.2), and 1~1 = 1 that the resultant ap(t, q) is equal to 
a,(& rl; a, b, c, d) for some a, b, c, and d. Hence cp does not change the form 
of o,(t, v; a, b, c, 4. 
We assume that there exist constants a, b, c, and d (ad- bc = 1) such 
that o,(t, q; a, 6, c, d) satisfies (4.5). Then all formal solutions of (4.8) con- 
verge. Note that the condition is invariant under the analytic coordinate 
changes. 
5. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS 
We shall give a necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of 
formal solutions for some class of linear equations not satisfying (A.2) in 
Section 2. Let us consider 
P(x; a) u = 1 a,(x)(LJ/ax)’ u(x) =f(x), (5.1) 
bl <m 
where m EN, and where a,(x) and f(x) are analytic at the origin. 
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Let us expand a,(x) into the power of x, a,(x) = C, a,,xY/y!, and let us 
define 
M,= {y-aeZd;a,,y #O for some c1 and r}. (5.2) 
Then we assume 
(B.l) M,c {Q+ER~; ql+ ... +qd>O} and M,~{~ER~; ql+ . . . + 
qd = 0} is contained in some proper cone with apex at the origin. 
We define the set f,, by r,, = the closure of convex hull of (HI E Rd; 12 0, 
8EMp}. 
We set P(V) = Cl,, Gm aor+ xs( P/a! and we denote by p,(q) the mth 
homogeneous part of p(v). Let us take 8, 101 = 1, such that p,(0) # 0. We 
write q = [, 0 + [‘, 5’ = (c2, . . . . ld), and factorize 
tp(t-lv) = tmp(t-yl e + t-q’) = pm(e) if (iI - djg; qp, (5.3) 
j=l 
wheremjal andj,kl. 
Let t; E Rd. Then we say that 5 is a smooth characteristic point of p(q) if 
there exists a factorization (5.3) such that for every Aj satisfying 
<i - Aj(<‘, 0) = 0 there exist neighborhoods I’(<‘) of 5’ and V, of t = 0 such 
that the function Aj(c’ + so; t) is differentiable at s = 0 uniformly in c’, o, 
and t on I’(<‘) x r, x I’,,, that is 
fi_mos-‘{~,(5’+SO; t)-#lj(5’; t)} exists uniformly on V(l’) x f, x V,. (5.4) 
If Aj~ C’ in [’ and t then every 4 such that c1 - S(<‘; 0) = 0 is a smooth 
characteristic point. Especially if VP,(<) # 0 on p,(t) =0 then r is a 
smooth characteristic point. 
Let 5, 8 ERR, SE R, and let L&e) be the localization of p,,,(q) at t 
defined by 
p,(( +se)=L,(e) sq+o(sy+‘), LS(e) 36 0, q = q(t) 2 0 integer. (5.5) 
For FERN, It1 = 1, and E>O, we set r(t;~)= {qeRd; Iq/lql -ll <E}. 
Then we define the quantity rrC,E by 
where if lim inf lql-” Ip( =0 for every CER, we put ar,E = --a~. Note 
that IJ E,E <m, since p(q) is of degree m. Since o<,~ inceases as E tends 
to zero, we set be - lim, l0 u~,~. We remark that the function o5 is closely 
connected with Siegel’s condition (cf. [lo, (13)]). 
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We define a differential operator Q(x; a) = &, Gmo b,(x) 8s by 
Q(x; ~3) = P(x; 8) - 1 CZ~,~X~ P/a!, 
lal <m 
where m,,<m. We assume 
(B.2) Either CT~ > m, or p,(r) # 0 holds for each 5 E r, and nonsmooth 
characteristic points of p(q), and for every smooth characteristic point 5 it 
holds that 
for all 19 E r,. (5.7) 
Then we have 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume (B. 1) and (B.2). Then all formal solutions of (5.1) 
converge if and only if the following exponential condition is satisfied 
,,,t;$fNd lP(?)l”“1’>Q (5.8) 
We can prove Theorem 5.1 by modifying the method of [13]. So we 
omit the proof. 
Remark 5.2. (a) In case d= 2, then, by the Puiseaux expansion of the 
roots, we can show that all characteristic points are smooth in the above 
sense. Moreover if we note that tc(0) =p,(8), (5.7) is equivalent to 
p,(t) # 0, 5 E r,,. Hence Theorem 5.1 is an extension of [Theorem 2.1; 131 
to general independent variables. 
(b) Let Eq. (5.1) satisfy (B.l). Then we can take the matrix B, given 
by (2.6) to be an upper triangular matrix with diagonal elements equal to 
p,,,(q). Hence Eq. (5.1) with (B.l) satisfies (A.2) if and only if it satisfies the 
Poincare condition, p,(t) # 0 for all 5 # 0. Since we do not assume this, 
Theorem 5.1 treats equations not satisfying (A.2). 
Remark 5.3. We shall briefly give an extension of the above results to 
Eq. (2.1) assuming that F(x, z) is linear in z. We assume (A.l) in Section 2 
and that qO(q) = (a) -“C&(V) for some polynomial C&,(V) of degree m where 
(~)=(l+l~12)1’2. Instead of (B.l) we assume that the set A,rAn 
{ [VI= 0} is contained in some convex proper cone with apex at the origin 
where A is given in (2.1). We define M, and r, in the same way as before. 
Let m, be the maximum of the order of CJ@) (a ~0) in (A.l). Then we 
assume (B.2) with p(q) replaced by C&,(V). Under these assumptions we 
have the same assertion as in Theorem 5.1. 
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